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Abstract. The tracking-by-detection paradigm today has become the
dominant method for multi-object tracking and works by detecting objects in each frame and then performing data association across frames.
However, its sequential frame-wise matching property fundamentally
suffers from the intermediate interruptions in a video, such as object
occlusions, fast camera movements, and abrupt light changes. Moreover,
it typically overlooks temporal information beyond the two frames for
matching. In this paper, we investigate an alternative by treating object
association as clip-wise matching. Our new perspective views a single
long video sequence as multiple short clips, and then the tracking is
performed both within and between the clips. The benefits of this new
approach are two folds. First, our method is robust to tracking error
accumulation or propagation, as the video chunking allows bypassing the
interrupted frames, and the short clip tracking avoids the conventional
error-prone long-term track memory management. Second, the multiple
frame information is aggregated during the clip-wise matching, resulting
in a more accurate long-range track association than the current framewise matching. Given the state-of-the-art tracking-by-detection tracker,
QDTrack, we showcase how the tracking performance improves with our
new tracking formulation. We evaluate our proposals on two tracking
benchmarks, TAO and MOT17 that have complementary characteristics
and challenges each other.
Keywords: Clip-based Tracking, Long-term Video Modeling
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Introduction

Discriminating the identity of multiple objects in a scene and providing individual
trajectories of their movements over time, namely multi-object tracking, is
one of the fundamental computer vision problems, imperative to tackle many
real-world problems, e.g. autonomous driving and surveillance. Despite being a
rather classical vision task, it is still challenging to design a robust multi-object
tracker capable of tracking a time-varying number of objects moving through
unconstrained environments in the presence of many other complexities.
Early studies approached the multi-object tracking problem by breaking it
into multiple sub-problems that could be tackled individually, typically starting
with object detection, followed by association, track management, and postprocessing [1,2,6,14,35,39]. Ever since, this tracking-by-detection paradigm has
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Fig. 1: The proposed Clip-to-Clip matching. (a) The current tracking paradigm
sequentially matches the object instances frame-by-frame, which is vulnerable to intermediate interruptions in a video and cannot faithfully exploit the temporal information
during the matching, resulting in tracker drifting. (b) Unlike the standard frame-wise
matching scheme, we introduce a new clip-wise tracking method. Our approach is robust
to random interference in a video, as we can skip those frames by chunking the video
into multiple clips. Moreover, the multiple frame information is exploited during the
clip-wise matching. With our proposal, the object can be seamlessly tracked over time.

become the standard approach for multi-object tracking, and most of the stateof-the-art trackers follow this scheme [4,44,23,52,28,49,51].
The tracking-by-detection scheme is essentially a sequential frame-by-frame
association approach (see Fig. 1-(a)). In practice, it is achieved by matching
the temporally smoothed history, which can be either new locations based
on the past motion records [51] or moving averaged RE-ID features of the
trajectories [28], with the current predictions. However, this sequential framebased matching fundamentally suffers from two prominent limitations. First, the
error accumulation or propagation cannot be handled properly. For example,
sudden object motion pattern changes or fast camera movements significantly
disturb the previous motion records. Also, object deformation such as occlusion
or blur corrupts the moving averaged RE-ID features, leading to track drifting.
The phenomenon becomes even more severe when the input video frame rate is
low. Second, it does not consider the overall temporal context during matching.
Looking at only two frames for matching essentially has ambiguity, resulting in
track fragmentation.
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To effectively utilize the temporal information and make the tracker robust to
intermediate interruptions in a video, we reformulate the standard tracking-bydetection scheme as a clip-to-clip matching problem (see Fig. 1-(b)). In particular,
we chunk a video into multiple short clips and perform the tracking at the clip
level. The video chunking allows skipping challenging frames for tracking, and
the short-clip tracking avoids long-term track memory management such as long
sequence temporal smoothing of RE-ID features along the video. Furthermore,
the association between clips utilizes multi-frame information, which is more
robust than the previous frame-based association. While not being sensitive to
any specific design of tracker, we build our proposal upon the state-of-the-art REID-based tracking-by-detection paradigm, QDTrack [28], as it can handle both
the low [11] and high frame rate [27] video inputs better than the motion-based
trackers [55,23,52,47,51].
We define two new basic tracking operations to implement the clip-wise
tracker: intra- (within-) and inter- (between-) clip tracking. We target semi-online
scenarios throughout this paper. Thus we only allow the intra-clip association to
perform matching irrespective of the frame order. Meanwhile, inter-clip tracking
incrementally merges the clip predictions until the complete video-level object
trajectories are all retrieved. It requires associating objects at a track level, and
thus the temporal information plays an important role here.
We investigate various viable implementations for both intra- and interclip tracking. Specifically, for the intra-clip tracking, we explore two feasible
association approaches, directional and direction-free matching [53]. For the interclip tracking, we consider the IoU-based chaining [31] and temporal averaged
feature matching. We further improve the inter-clip matching by designing a
novel transformer-based clip tracker. It learns to temporally attend to all the
past track embeddings of each object and predicts representative embeddings.
These temporally attended embeddings are matched to associate the clip-level
predictions. To make the model more robust at test time, we simulate hard
positives and negatives during training: mislocalization and track drifting. We
apply our inter-clip tracker recursively over time and merge the clip predictions
into global object tracks incrementally.
With our proposals, we achieve state-of-the-art results on the challenging
large vocabulary object tracking benchmark, TAO. We also validate our approach
on the MOT17 benchmark to focus on the tracking performance more thoroughly.
Compared to the baseline, we observe clear improvement in the association
performance. Finally, we conduct extensive ablation studies and confirm that the
proposals are effective and generic.

2

Related Work

Multi-Object Tracking. The tracking-by-detection paradigm [32] dominates
the current state-of-the-art multi-object tracking frameworks [22]. It detects
objects first and associates them frame-by-frame across time [1,2,6,14,35,39]. Recently, deep learning has contributed significantly to improving the performance of
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multi-object tracking approaches by focusing on designing better detectors [34,33]
or developing more effective association objectives [18,21,37,44,46,28]. Several
works also have shown advances regarding detection and tracking as a joint
learning task [13,41,47,55]. Nonetheless, these methods often formulate the multiobject tracking problem only with two consecutive frames and dismiss long-term
temporal information, which is crucial for tackling various challenges in tracking.
While sequential frame-based matching is efficient and has shown promising
results, they are fundamentally vulnerable to intermediate interruptions in a
video and miss rich temporal information during matching. Unlike these methods,
we target a semi-online scenario where we allow slight lagging and utilize several
consecutive frames (i.e. clip) as a whole for the association. We show that our
proposal is robust to intermediate interruptions in a video and produces better
association quality.
Clip-level Modeling in Video. The simultaneous process of multiple frames
(i.e. clip-level modeling) is a promising research direction in many video tasks
including video instance segmentation [3,43,19,48], video object segmentation [29],
optical flow estimation [20], and depth estimation [45]. Per-clip models enjoy the
opportunities to extract rich temporal information from multiple frames, leading
to effectively tackle ambiguities in videos (e.g. occlusions or blur). Most existing
methods focus on extracting temporal information to improve recognition or
segmentation quality, and there has been little consideration to the association
part.
Here, we present to associate objects at clip-level, performing the tracking
both within and in-between the clips. The clip-level matching provides two
clear advantages. First, by chunking, the matching within the clips essentially
becomes short-term tracking, avoiding long-term history averaging or memory
management. Second, the matching in-between the clips allows exploiting the
temporal context, resolving the temporally-local ambiguities of matching between
the two consecutive frames. To achieve better long-term association with accurate
inter-clip matching, we design a novel transformer architecture.
Transformers for Tracking. Recently, transformers [42] have shown impressive
results in many computer vision tasks, such as image classification [12,24], object
detection [7,56], segmentation [54], and image generation [30]. There are also
several methods [40,26,49] adopting the transformers for multi-object tracking
by extending DETR frameworks [7]. However, these methods are still limited
at utilizing short-term temporal information and rather adopt conventional
heuristics such as Intersection over Union (IoU) matching [40], formulate the
problem as a two frames task [26], or rely on the frame-by-frame evolving track
quries [49].
Apart from the previous works, we set up the clip-based tracking scenario.
We see that the key to accurate inter-clip matching is to generate discriminative
clip-level representations. Our main idea is to use a Transformer as a track history
summarizer. In practice, given a short track sequence of object instance (i.e.
intra-clip tracking results), we input this track sequence to the transformer and
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Algorithm 1: Tracking by Associating Clips

1
2
3
4
5

Input: A video sequence V = (f1 , . . . , fN ); object detector Det; clip size CS ;
clip interval CI ;
Output: Tracks T of the video
begin
Initialization: T ← ∅
for i = 1 : CI : N do
/* Sample clip */
C ← V[i : i + CS ]

6
7
8
9
10
11

/* Predict detection boxes & scores */
Dclip ← ∅
for frame fk in C do
Dk ← Det(fk )
Dclip ← Dclip ∪ Dk

12
13
14
15

/* Intra clip association*/
Initialization: Tintra ← ∅
Associate Tintra and Dclip

16
17
18

/* Inter clip association*/
Associate T and Tintra

get the condensed feature. Finally, this track summary feature is used for the
subsequent inter-clip matching.

3
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We propose a simple yet effective data association method, Tracking by Associating Clips. Unlike the standard tracking-by-detection scheme, which matches
object instances frame-by-frame, we instead conduct association at a clip level as
shown in Fig. 1. We provide the pseudo-code in Alg. (1).
The input is a video sequence V and an object detector Det. Also, we set two
hyper-parameters, clip size CS and clip interval CI . The output is the tracks T of
the video, and each track contains the bounding box and identity of the object
in each frame.
After sampling the clip from the video, we predict the detection boxes and
scores using the detector Det for each frame. Then, the first association is
performed to link the detection boxes in the clip Dclip , which results in local
clip-level tracks Tintra . The second association is performed between the local
clip-level tracks Tintra and the global video-level tracks T . The global video-level
tracks T keep the history of the tracked objects and use this information to
associate with the local clip-level tracks Tintra . The object tracks are incrementally
expanded over time by repeating the intra- and inter-clip associations. Notably,
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the proposal degenerates to the standard tracking-by-detection scheme when the
clip window size reduces to 1 without overlaps in between.
In this paper, we built our proposal upon the recently presented QDTrack [28],
given its strong Re-ID association capability. It is more robust than motion-based
trackers [55,23,52,47,51] to target both the low-frame-rate (e.g. 1FPS, TAO [11])
and high-frame-rate (e.g. 30FPS, MOT17 [27]) video inputs. In the following, we
explore effective implementations of intra- and inter-clip association methods.
3.1

Intra Clip Association

Given the detection boxes of each frame in the clip, we examine two possible
implementations, directional and direction-free matching (see Fig. 2-(a)).
Directional Matching. The standard way to associate the clip-level object
predictions is to link them sequentially. We see that the matching direction, either
left to the right or right to the left, provides similar performance; thus, we only
consider the former case. To address object occlusions within the clip, we employ
track rebirth [46,9] using a memory mechanism.
Direction-Free Matching. Within the clip, the motion patterns and appearances of objects are quite similar due to the inherent redundancy in a video.
Given this fact, we can also associate the objects in a direction-free manner.
Specifically, we employ the heap-based hierarchical clustering algorithm [53].
At the beginning, we consider that every detection box in all frames has its
own cluster. We calculate their pair-wise appearance distances [28]. We avoid
the association of the objects in the same frame by setting their distance to
be infinity. Subsequently, every cluster distance will be inserted into a priority
queue based on a heap data structure. Afterward, the cluster pair associated with
the smallest distance in the priority queue will be popped and will be merged
together. For this new cluster, distances to other clusters have to be computed
and inserted into the priority queue. To set the distance between the track pairs,
we search the minimum distance. The clustering is repeated until there are only
distances greater than a threshold left.
For the intra-clip tracking, which is essentially short-term tracking, we observe that the standard directional matching with the lost track management is
already competitive. It outperforms the strong heap-based hierarchical clustering
algorithm [53] both in accuracy and efficiency.
3.2

Inter Clip Association

This section explores how to match and merge the current clip-level predictions into the global video-level tracks. We consider the following two feasible
implementations (see Fig. 2-(b)).
Iou-Based Matching. We adopt IoU-based chaining [31] that associates object
tracks based on the IoU in the same frame. However, this method has three
apparent drawbacks. First, it misses linking all the object tracks not revealed in
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Fig. 2: Two Basic Operations for Clip-based Tracking. We define intra- and interclip tracking for instantiating the clip-based tracker. For intra-clip tracking, we consider
both directional and direction-free matching approaches. The former is a standard
frame-by-frame matching with a memory mechanism. The latter is implemented using
the heap structure and hierarchically clusters the detection boxes across the frames
without considering the frame order [53]. For the inter-clip tracking, we examine IoUbased chaining [31] and temporal average-pooled feature matching.

the overlapping frame, and this phenomenon becomes even more severe as clip
window size increases. Second, as the number of overlapping frames increases, the
single-frame-based IoU matching does not guarantee optimal matching. Third,
the method is basically not applicable when there are no overlapping frames.
Temporal Feature Matching. Free from the above limitations, an alternative
is based on feature matching. As a simple baseline, we employ temporally averagepooled features for the association.
While simple, temporal feature matching improves over the frame-based
tracking baseline and outperforms the IoU-based chaining [31]. However, we
found that it is not always the case; For the low frame rate video inputs (i.e.
TAO), which inherently include severe appearance change across the frame, the
simple averaged temporal matching is inferior to the baseline (see Table 3). To
improve the clip-level association quality further, we designed a new Transformerbased clip tracker, described in the following section.
3.3

Clip Tracker

The most challenging aspect of the inter-clip association is to generate a discriminative clip-level embedding for any object tracks. Our key idea for this problem
is to use transformer as a track history summarizer (see Fig. 3). By design, the
transformer can process and relate set-based elements. Here, we consider the
intra-clip results (i.e. short object track sequence) as an input for the transformer,
and we attempt to temporally-pool their feature information into a condensed
feature. During training, the clip tracker learns to produce a good summary of
the given object track history, which can link the clip-level predictions over time
at test time.
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Fig. 3: The overview of Clip Tracker. The solid green line indicates the original
ground truth boxes of each instance. The yellow and red dotted lines are positive and
negative proposals, respectively. The transformer learns a weighted temporal pooling
function of track history in a data-driven manner. Best viewed in color.

In practice, we design the clip tracker using transformer encoder layers.
For object p, the clip tracker takes all the feature embeddings in the track
T p = {xpts , . . . , xpte } ∈ RL×C and an extra learnable track token e ∈ RC as
an input. Here, ts and te denote the track initiation and termination time,
respectively. L and C are the track length and the dimension of the feature
embeddings, respectively. This input sequence, [e, T p ] ∈ R(L+1)×C , is forwarded
to the transformer, and we take the output of the track token, z p ∈ RC , as a
condensed representation of the given object’s track history.
This summary representation should be representative enough to match the
same object instance over time consistently. Also, it should be discriminative
enough to prevent it from being matched to other object instances. This can be
achieved with the contrastive learning objective [16], where the positive can be
oneself, and set the negatives other object embeddings. However, given that the
number of objects appearing in a video is limited in typical, we significantly lack
training samples. As a remedy, we introduce three strategies in the following for
scaling the training data.
First, we allow using positive proposals 3 , and concatenate them over the
time axis to generate object tracks. This strategy has two clear advantages: 1)
we can significantly increase the number of object tracks compared to only using
ground truth boxes. 2) we can enjoy the natural jittering effect of the proposals,
allowing the model to be robust to temporal appearance changes(see Fig. 3-(1)).
Second, we simulate hard positives and negatives. The first is mislocalization
due to some boxes along the track that does not tightly cover the object. The
3

The proposals that have IoU greater than the given threshold with the ground truths.
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second is a track drifting due to the incorrect match to other instances in the
middle of the track. To make the model robust to these errors, we augment the
training samples with the following two new strategies.
1. Negative Proposals. For the localization error, we incorporate negative
proposals that have loose IoU with the ground truths (in between 0.3 and
0.5). Given both the positive and negative proposals, three different types
of object tracks are generated in equal probability during training; positive
only, negative only, and hybrid.
2. Object Track Mixup. For the track drifting error, we propose to mix two
different object tracks [50]. In particular, we switch random portions of the
given object track embeddings with randomly selected different object track
embeddings. To keep the original identity of the given track, we bound the
mixup ratio to 0.3.
With these two new augmentation strategies, we can effectively simulate hard
positives and negatives, which can help the model improve embedding quality
(see Fig. 3-(2) and (3)). The proposal sampling is conducted in an order-free
manner, which means the object tracks can be constructed with multiple boxes
from the same image.
Finally, we treat the object instances from other videos in the training batch
as negatives. This naturally increases the negatives in the contrastive learning
context, leading to more discriminative feature embeddings [10,17].
Objective Function. Under this setup, we can apply the following contrastive
learning formula,
  \begin {split} \mathcal {L} &= \mathrm {log}{[1 + \mathrm {\sum _{\mathbf {z^{+}}}\sum _{\mathbf {z^{-}}}exp(\mathbf {z}\cdot \mathbf {z^{-}} - \mathbf {z}\cdot \mathbf {z^{+}})}]}. \\ \end {split} 

(1)

Where z denotes an anchor, z+ and z− are corresponding positives and negatives. We note the formula allows multiple positives, which is an extension of
the standard single-positive formula, and thus can learn more discriminative
embeddings [28].
Track History Management. At test-time, the clip tracker holds the global
video-level object tracks and expands those incrementally by merging the outputs
of the intra-clip tracker. In specific, the affinity matrix is computed based on the
summary feature similarities between clip and global tracks. We associate the
tracks with the matching threshold of 0.5. If the match is found, we save all the
frame-level predictions of the objects in the memory buffer for the subsequent
matching.
Memory Buffer Size. In computing the summary embedding of the global
tracks, we set a proper memory buffer size. Intuitively, the larger the memory
buffer size, the more the model can exploit the temporal context up to its temporal
abstraction capacity. In practice, we set to 30 and 10 frames for MOT17 and
TAO, respectively.
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4

Experiments

In this section, we conduct experiments to demonstrate the benefits of our
proposals using the TAO [11] and MOT17 [27] benchmarks. We investigate the
results focusing mainly on the association aspect. Specifically, we use Track AP for
the evaluation on the TAO benchmark. Also, Track APS , Track APM , and Track
APL are adopted which indicates the Track AP of (short ≤ 3), (3 ≤ medium
≤ 10), and (long ≥ 10) length object tracks. We use MOTA [5], IDF1 [36], and
the recently presented HOTA metrics [25] for the evaluation on the MOT17
benchmark. To see the association quality more thoroughly, we also present AssA
performance.
4.1

Datasets

TAO [11] is the first video benchmark for large vocabulary object tracking. It
annotates 482 classes in total, which are the subset of the LVIS [15] dataset.
Its training set has 400 videos, covering 216 classes. The validation set consists
of 988 videos, spanning 302 classes. The test set has 1419 videos, covering 369
classes. The videos are annotated in 1 FPS.
MOT17 [27] is the most popular multi-object tracking benchmark, which consists
of 7 training and 7 testing videos. While it has only pedestrian annotations,
sequences include several challenges such as frequent occlusions and crowd scenes.
The video framerate is relatively high, ranging from 14 to 30 FPS. For ablation
experiments, we split each training sequence into two halves, and use the first
half-frames for training and the second for validation.
Due to the difference in frame rate (1FPS v.s. 30FPS) and annotated object
categories (482 v.s. 1), TAO and MOT17 cover significantly different motion
patterns and video contents. We show that our proposal works well on both.
4.2

Implementation Details

Clip Tracker Architecture. The Clip Tracker model consists of 3 transformer
encoder layers, where each layer has 8 heads with embedding dimensions of
256 (for MOT17) and 512 (for TAO). The input of Clip Tracker is the track
embedding sequence of each object instance and the trainable track token. We
apply a single linear layer to embed the input sequence. Finally, the output of
the track token passes through a single MLP layer to produce the summary of
the object track history. The positional encodings are not used in this work.
Hyperparameters. The proposed clip-based tracking pipeline introduces two
new hyperparameters, clip size and clip interval (see Alg. (1)). The clip size and
interval directly affect the video chunking patterns. We observe that overlapping
the clip prediction eases the inter-clip association. In practice, we considered the
frame rate of the given datasets. For example, for the TAO, which provides low
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TAO val
TrackAP75 TrackAP50:95

TrackAP50
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TAO test
TrackAP75 TrackAP50:95

Method

TrackAP50

SORT [11]
QDTrack [28]

13.2
13.4

4.9

6.1

10.2
12.6

4.4
4.5

4.9
5.6

Ours

17.7

5.8

7.3

15.8

5.9

6.6

Table 1: Tracking Results on TAO val and test. We use clip size and interval of 6 and 3,
respectively.
Method

MOTA

MOT val
IDF1

HOTA

MOTA

MOT test
IDF1

QDTrack [28]

68.1

69.5

57.5

71.1

70.2

57.8

Ours

68.9

72.4

59.7

71.6

72.7

59.0

HOTA

Table 2: Tracking Results on MOT17. We use clip size and interval of 10 and 5,
respectively.

frame rate video inputs, we set clip size and interval value to 6 and 3, respectively.
For the MOT, we set clip size and interval to 10 and 5, respectively.
Training. We use MMdetection and MMTracking frameworks [8]. For the TAO
experiments, COCO-style training schedule of 2× and 1× are adopted for LVIS
pre-training and TAO fine-tuning, respectively. For the MOT experiments, we
pre-trained the model using CrowdHuman dataset [38] for 12 epochs and then
fine-tuned on the MOT17 train for 4 epochs. During pre-training, the detection
part is learned. A batch size of 16 (2 per GPU) and an initial learning rate of 0.02
are used. We use the backbone ResNet-101 (ResNet-50) for the TAO (MOT17)
experiment following the previous studies [11,28]. We train the Clip Tracker by
sampling 2 and 6 frames under the frame range of 1 and 30 for TAO and MOT17
experiments, respectively.
Testing. Our method processes video frames recursively at clip-level, generating object tracks for the given clip and merging them into the global tracks
incrementally. We use standard directional matching for intra- and Clip-Tracker
for inter-clip tracking. The overall tracking procedure follows Alg. (1). While the
frame-level association capability within the clip is similar to that of the baseline,
video chunking along with the clip-wise association allows tracking performance
improvement. We use resized frames of 1080×1080 for testing.

4.3

Main Results

Upon the state-of-the-art tracking-by-detection framework, QDTrack [28], we
instantiate our proposal, clip-based tracking. The main results on TAO and
MOT17 are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2. We observe our proposal pushes
the tracking performances on both datasets. The results imply that the clip-based
association is generic over various scenarios.
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MOT17
Method

IDF1 HOTA AssA T50 TS TM

QDtrack [28]

MOT17

TAO
TL

TAO

Method

IDF1 HOTA AssA T50

TS

TM

TL

QDtrack [28]

69.5

57.5

58.0

13.4

6.7

9.6

17.2

69.5

57.5

58.0 13.4 6.7 9.6 17.2

IoU-chain [31]

69.1

56.4

56.1

10.2

3.4

6.5

14.4

Direc-free [53] 70.3

57.9

58.9 13.1 6.1 8.9 16.8

Tmp avg.

70.3

58.6

59.4

12.3

5.1

8.3

16.8

Direc

58.6

59.4 12.3 5.1 8.3 16.5

Clip-Tracker

72.4

59.7

61.9

17.7 10.9 14.6 21.3

(a)

70.3

Intra Clip Association Methods

(b)

Inter Clip Association Methods

Table 3: Impact of Clip-based Tracking. We use both TAO val and MOT val to
evaluate the impact of the new clip-based tracking approach. We investigate various
feasible implementations for both intra and inter clip associations described in Sec. 3.1
and Sec. 3.2. Here, T is an abbreviation of Track AP.

4.4

Ablation Studies

To empirically confirm the effectiveness of our proposals, we conduct ablation
studies using the TAO and MOT17 benchmarks. We focus on the association
quality; thus, we use the metrics of IDF1, HOTA, and ASSA for MOT, and Track
AP for TAO.
Simple Clip-based Tracker. We first analyze how the standard QDTrack
framework [28] improves by changing the tracking scheme from frame-based to
clip-based. To do so, we design a simple clip-based tracking baseline, which takes
the clip as input, performs intra-clip tracking, and links the clip predictions based
on the temporal averaged feature matching. The results are shown in Table 3a.
We observe that the clip-based tracking scheme improves the association quality
in the MOT17 benchmark but not TAO. We see this because the motion change is
significant in TAO due to the low frame rate; thus, the simple temporal averaged
feature performs poorly, which motivates the design of Clip Tracker.
Intra-clip association. Among the intra-clip variants, we observe that the
standard scheme is already competitive and runs in a much faster time. Here, we
use directional matching with memory mechanism for the intra-clip tracking.
Inter-clip association. We perform ablations on inter-clip association methods.
The results are summarized in Table 3b. We observe that IoU-based chaining
performs inferior, even lower than the baseline. This is because the method misses
all the object tracks not in the overlapping frame, leading to significant track
fragmentation. Finally, the presented Clip Tracker significantly outperforms the
simple temporal averaged feature matching. The results show that learning-based
temporal pooling is more robust than simple averaging. We use Clip Tracker as
our inter-clip association method in the following experiments.
Parameter Analysis on Clip Size and Interval. We conducted parameter
analysis on the two newly introduced hyperparameters, clip size and interval.
These hyperparameters affect the video chunking pattern and, as a result, impact
both the intra- and inter-clip association quality. The results are summarized
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Method

[CS , CI ] IDF1 HOTA AssA

QDtrack [28]

Clip-Tracker

(a)

69.5

57.5

Loc. Err Drift. Err IDF1 HOTA AssA
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Method

IDF1 HOTA AssA

58.0

[5,5]

71.6

59.0

60.5

[10,10]

71.1

58.6

59.8

[10,5]

72.4

59.7

61.9

[20,10]

71.9

59.5

61.3

Clip Size and Interval

✓
✓

(b)

✓

70.3

58.8

60.2

Two-clip based.

71.8

59.2

60.4

71.9

59.3

61.3

Moving avg.

71.7

59.3

60.9

72.4

59.7

61.9

Feature bank. (Ours) 72.4

59.7

61.9

Track Augmentations

(c)

Global Track Management

Table 4: Component Analysis on Clip Tracker using MOT val. First, we conduct
parameter analysis on two newly introduced hyperparameters: clip size CS and clip
interval CI . Second, We study the impact of two track augmentation strategies, negative
proposal sampling (for localization error simulation) and object track mixup (for track
drifting simulation), during the Clip Tracker training. Lastly, we investigate three
different baseline methods to manage global video-level tracks.

Fig. 4: Qualitative Results. (a) Tracking by detection. (b) Tracking by associating
clips. The colored triangle represents the predicted person id. Best Viewed in Colors.

in Table 4a. We observe two tendencies. First, the association improves when the
overlapping exists in-between the clips, i.e. CS > CI . Intuitively, the overlapping
makes the feature embedding sequence quite similar, and thus the Clip Tracker
can more easily find the correct match. Second, we see a slight performance
drop when the clip size increases, e.g. [5, 5] → [10, 10] or [10, 5] → [20, 10]. We
see this phenomenon is mainly due to the increased false positives with the
large clip size, and we mitigate this issue by introducing the overlapping frames,
[10, 10] → [10, 5]. In practice, proper clip size and interval values should be set,
and here we found the clip size of 10 and the interval of 5 strikes a balance.
Track Augmentations. In order to improve the robustness of the Clip Tracker,
we introduced two new hard training sample generation strategies, negative
proposal sampling and object track mixup. We investigate their impacts on
the tracking performance in Table 4b. From the baseline of using only the
positive proposals, the track performance improves meaningfully with the negative
proposal sampling. The object track mixup further improves the score.
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Track Management Strategies. The inter-clip tracker manages global videolevel track over time (see Alg. (1)). It saves the tracked object’s history for
matching and merging subsequent clip prediction. Here, we examine three different
feasible implementations for this. First is a two-clip-based matching, which only
saves the immediately preceding object track features. The second is a movingaverage-based matching, which uses smoothed object prototype embeddings. The
third is feature bank based matching, which saves all the object track features
up to pre-setted buffer size. As can be shown in Table 4c, we observe that the
feature bank approach produces the best performance. This is because it has the
broadest temporal view and can directly utilize the raw feature sequence rather
than the temporally diluted features.
4.5

Qualitative Results

The visual comparisons of tracking results between the standard tracking scheme
and our proposal are in Fig. 4. We select 3 different difficult sequences from the
half validation set of MOT17. This include small objects, occlusion, and crowd
scene. We see that our approach consistently tracks the objects without identity
changes for long-term.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we point out the fundamental limitations of the current trackingby-detection scheme. Due to its sequential frame-based matching property, the
method suffers from intermediate disturbances in a video and overlooks the
temporal context around the target matching frame. As an alternative, we
present a new tracking method based on the clip. For the implementation, we
define two new tracking operations, intra- and inter-clip tracking. The new
formulation views a single long video sequence as multiple short clips. In this
way, the intra-clip tracking turns out to be short-term tracking, and we observe
that the standard tracking approaches with memory are already competitive in
this setup. For the inter-clip tracking, feature-based matching is more stable than
IoU-based chaining. We further improve the association quality by designing a
novel transformer-based approach, namely Clip Tracker. By connecting together,
we show that our proposal achieves new state-of-the-art results on the challenging
large vocabulary object tracking benchmark, TAO. We also confirm that our
method significantly improves the association quality of the baseline in MOT17.
We hope our work opens a new view of the current tracking paradigm.
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